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Abstract. As a commonly used and an effective mean of welding quality control, the 
x-ray testing is widely used in industrial weld detection. To ensure the effectiveness 
of the welding defects testing, the conventional radiographic testing standard 
specifies once-through penetration length should be controlled according to the 
transmission thickness ratio K, and presents the maximum K value of the different 
technical levels and different welding types. Based on the digital radiographic testing 
features, through the derivation of geometric projection formula, combined with 
typical pipeline girth testing laboratory, this paper has researched the once-through 
penetration length of the digital radiographic of girth welding, and proposed specific 
requirements to the length of a pipeline girth. The results show that: calculate the 
once-through effective length of a pipeline girth welding is feasible, by using the 
maximum allowed transmission thickness ratio of digital radiographic, combining the 
digital radiographic standard for image quality requirements. 

1. Introduction  

In actual ray detection, X-ray source issues a cone beam rays, rays off the center of the beam 
penetrates the thickness of the workpiece is not the detected nominal thickness, but the actual 
routine that the cone beam ray through the workpiece, this transillumination thickness is 
greater than the nominal thickness of the workpiece [1]. For digital radiographic technology 
(DR), the use of computer technology and digital technology make detection thickness 
tolerance greater than the thickness of the photographic film, therefore, whether to follow the 
provisions of film photography, has become one of the key researching on DR detection [2]. 
For pipeline girth detection, a reasonable choice of an effective imaging area is the premise 
of effectively evaluate DR image quality and assess defects. As the weld width is much 
smaller than the length, therefore once-through DR effective image area can be reduced to 
effective length of the image[3,4]. Through theoretical analysis and experimental verification, 
this paper carries out the study of the transmission thickness ratio K of pipeline girth and the 
effective length of a DR imaging. 
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2. Theoretical analysis  

In actual testing, the radiation angle of the commonly used directional X-ray machine is 
40 °.In order to control transverse crack detection rate, through a lot of experiments, the 
researchers have given the conclusion: "When the irradiation angle exceeds 15°, as the angle 
increases, the crack detection rate was significantly reduced."[5] Based on this conclusion, 
this study takes the maximum angle of radiation 30°, focus on the girth welding whose 
diameter between 100mm ~ 400mm, and double-wall single shadow imaging modalities is 
used here, its projection in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1  double-wall single shadow imaging modalities of girth welding 

 

Figure 2 is a schematic of cone-beam X-ray source detection, where r is the radial of inner 
diameter, t is the pipe thickness, f is the focal length, and θ is the half angle of the radiation 
ray machine. Obviously, the actual transillumination thickness y as different angles θ change, 
the imaging position on the detector is also different. 

  
Figure 2 schematic of cone-beam X-ray source detection 

  (1) Calculating of transillumination thickness 
The projection of Figure 1 shows that the relationship between transillumination thickness y 
and the angle θ can be obtained as follows: 

a. While the value of θ is 0 ≤ θ ≤ arc tan 態�態�−態�−態� , according to the Sine Theorem: 

                        
�迭坦i樽 戴 = �−�−�坦i樽 怠 = �+�坦i樽 �                                                                       (1) 

meanwhile： �怠 = 岫� − 建 − 堅岻 cos � − √岫堅 + 建岻態 − [岫� − 建 − 堅岻 sin �]態                            (2) 
similarly 

         �態 = 岫� − 建 − 堅岻 cos � − √堅態 − [岫� − 建 − 堅岻 sin �]態                                       (3) 
Therefore, the transillumination thickness y can be calculated by the formula: � =′2�態 − 2�怠″/��嫌� 

            y = 態√岫嘆+担岻鉄-[(f-担-嘆) 坦i樽 θ]鉄
-態√嘆鉄-[(f-担-嘆) 坦i樽 θ]鉄c誰坦 α                                    (4) 

b. While the value of θ is arc tan 態�態�−態�−態� < � ≤ �堅� tan 態�+態�態�−態�−態�, according to the Sine 

Theorem, the transillumination thickness y can be calculated through the formula: 
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                       y = 態√岫嘆+担岻鉄-岫f 坦i樽 θ岻鉄c誰坦 α                                                         (5) 

(2) Calculating of imaging length 
Because X-rays are cone-beam transillumination rather than parallel transillumination, 
during the  transillumination process, based on Figure 2 geometric projection, the image 
formed by the workpiece have a certain phase displacement compared to the original terms, 
which means there will be a corresponding amplification and panning when a point at the 
workpiece imaged on the detector. Relationship between the actual imaging length X and θ 
are as follows: 

While the value of θ is 0 ≤ θ ≤ arc tan 態�態�−態�−態� , 
                                     X = � tan �                                                                (6) 

The formula (6) shows that the imaging length is not only determined by focus length, but 
also has something with the inner diameter and the nominal thickness of the pipe. Therefore 
for different diameters and wall thicknesses of girth, the actual detection imaging length is 
different. 

(3)Calculating of transmission thickness ratio K 
According to the definition of transmission ratio, the formula to calculate K is: 
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a. While the value of θ is 0 ≤ θ ≤ arc tan 態�態�−態�−態� , 
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b. While the value of θ is arc tan 態�態�−態�−態� < � ≤ �堅� tan 態�+態�態�−態�−態�, 
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(4) The relationship between K and imaging length X 
Figure 3 shows the workpiece with different diameter and thickness under a double-wall 
single shadow imaging modalities. By changing focus length, obtains a series of relationship 
between K and imaging length X. The standards of Radiographic Test specified the upper 
limit of K is 1.2, so Figure 3 takes ordinate 1.3.  

  
(a).external diameter: 159, wall thickness: 4.5 
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(b).external diameter: 325, wall thickness: 7  

Figure 3 Relationships between transmission thickness ratio and imaging length under different double-wall 
single shadow imaging modalities 

The above theoretical analysis shows that: on the pipe whose outer diameter is Φ325mm and 
pipeline wall thickness is 7mm, if K is the only consideration, even if all the 
transillumination mode K value takes 1.2, which means the maximum thickness is 8.4mm, 
and to the digital radiographic detection, the effects on image quality is acceptable.  

3. Experiment results analysis 

Base on the theoretical analysis, experiments are carried through in the laboratory. 
Experiments using conventional X-ray source, and detector pixel is 0.127mm. In order to 
study the case of imaging under extreme conditions, the experiment used a pipe oval imaging 
example with Φ160mm outer diameter and 10mm wall thickness. Experiments Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 shows the gradation image and the gray curve of a row. Due to the great variation 
transillumination thickness, the image clarity from the center to the edge increases, the image 
quality reduces. Figure 6 shows the projection relationship between the thickness and the 
imaging length. 

    

 
                                                                                               

Figure 4 the gradation image of girth welding                                           Figure 5 gray curve graphic 
Seen from Fig. 6, due to changes of the transillumination thickness, the grayscale changes a 
lot, and the gray value and clarity near image edge reduced accordingly. Definition formulas 
to calculate the edge clarity as follows: 

3 33
)2()]1([ PMdU                                                 (10) 

Where: d is the focus size, M is the transillumination zoom ratio, P is the detector pixel size. 

20%Max  

gray 820 
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Figure 6 an example of the relationship between the thickness and the imaging length  

Figure 4 shows that, from the image center to the edge, due to increased amplification ratio, 
image clarity increase, in accordance with the standard, the largest non-clarity of the small 
diameter tube oval imaging is 0.32mm, whose wall thickness is 10mm, and the effective 
length of the detector is:  

L1=67.5×2=135mm＜140mm′inner diameter″ 
Taking into account the level of AB-class technology, the gray value is 20% × 4096 = 820, 
corresponding to the pixel in Figure 5 is 340, and image center pixel is 840, then the imaging 
length meeting grayscale images requirements is. 

L2=2×′840-340″×0.127=127mm 

Figure 7 is a DR image of a steel tube, whose outer diameter is 270mm, thickness is 10mm, 
and probe length is 220mm. From the preceding analysis and Figure 7, it can be seen that 
when the detector length is less than the inner diameter, the imaging range of the image 
quality of the entire detector is consistent and reliable. 

 
Figure 7 DR imaging when the detector length is less than the inner diameter 

Synthesize the above results, we can get the effective length is about L = 127mm. The 
transillumination thickness is the biggest when the beam and tube diameter are tangent, 
where K = 5.7. According to special equipment industry standards, to get a qualified digital 
image, the first is to ensure the gray scale control within a certain range, and ensure the 
resolution meet the requirements [6]. 
Therefore, to ensure the effective detection of defects, this paper analyzes the relationship 
between the effective length and the largest un-clarity, combine verification of the 
experiment’s measured gray value, and the detection of transverse cracks and other defects, 
finally get the conclusion that the determination of a pipeline girth effective imaging length 
needs to meet the following three conditions: 

(1) The transmission thickness ratio K≤1.2; 
(2) The once through imaging length is less than the inner diameter of the pipe; 
(3) The quality have to meet the requirements of the standards. 
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